inhabitant, dweller; mate/mates of a harem
precious stone set in a ring
admiring the horse, king, queen &
age, years
beautiful
ebba
elegance, grace
air, mien, appearance, dress, position
all/this about
life-increasing; animating
be weared, exalted; flag, drape
full-dress gown reaching a little below the knee
bodice, sleeve, edging
be weighed/suspended
mantle
buckle
shame
beauty
run down; fall/hang down loosely
loop, button-hole
undressed, before
skirt
takbīb
bala
mača
māča
klāsēn
jala
kāda
saža
jāmūba
kēbα̊s
qalē
gāla
domēkā
camakāli
be kēli
be kākē (bi kākē)
bēqāmu
jum ni
kayqūl
jīmā kūla/kūla
pāsēt
jīma
tētu
jōm
cēnā
aza

putting together, from 'figurine'

nūbačē: chain string

point, tip

print, stamp (consisting of a hollow case of gold, the backpack

ear ornament, pendants are attached, and which is fixed as a pendant

bride's chain, string, necklace string

leaf, shielded round

μ-γ-γ: stringed (necklace)

Hummēt

glass, shine, glitter

necklace composed of little ornaments in the form of the bird A-

resemblance, disguise, covered

sabēl,做过 (fixed), fixed, padded

-band: (redbeck, red)

jiyēk: (jewelry, fixed, padded)

jīraš: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (jewelry, fixed, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)

be jēt: (redbeck, padded)
sight, look  
dispute, calamity  
eeve of misfortune, i.e. "calamity itself" b.  
read (b. 1b 44b)  
remorse, probate: layman  
openly, publicly, in the sight of all  
pearl: (ear-ring of single pearl oyster)  
glimmering, shining  
mother-of-pearl, shell, oyster shell  
ashamed  
leek  
mist & dew  
head, Hezekiah  
scream  
upper arm  
round  
value: price  
adorned with, henna  
sunset: (redness of sky at sunset)  
hand with fingers extended: (here = sum with its rays?)  
raised  
reflective  
chin  
waist  
"hurt of late"  
face, head  
leg (fr. ankle to knee)  
paw, patina
love, want, and
in place, suitable, reasonable
likeness, acquaintance
wisdom, intelligence
rain: be shed/scattered
rose: bloomed, roses, damask
be lost, vanish, fly
fear, dread: amazement
boy: be sad
consciousness/understanding
companionship: together with
daughter
resumin-baby - v. beautiful
sparkle, scatter
weeping
be amazed/struck/by
be amazed/astonished
be startled, bridle: be hard/shy
hair: top-knot: ornate w/own tip of head
half-sham (by law, inGrace), half-dead
nape of the neck
hachi
back of the waist
chest, loin, wide: breast, frame (hidas = hip/buttocks)